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MICRO MOTORING MAGAZINE
( CARS & SCOOTERS )
Sydney Machina Social Club fundraiser at
Harbord Diggers where East meets West

Two Larger Micros …. West Germany’s NSU Prinz from 1959 meets up
with East Germany’s Trabant 601 from 1977, proving that ‘the wall’
has really come down. They have the same size motors but the Prinz
is a four stroke and the Trabbie is a two stroke. ( see page 4 ).
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Pie in the Sky Run, May 27th (or Twin Audis, a Micro and a Cooper ‘S’ )
When John circulated an email about a Club run to Cowan’s Pie in the Sky (PITS) we saw this as an event not
to miss. We can rarely afford the time for full day (or longer) expeditions from the Coast – but Cowan was
practically our backyard. Although a couple of runs up to PITS have been organised recently as mid-week excursions, we have been unable to attend, being in the unfortunate position of having to work for a living.
We often use the ‘Old Road’ down to Sydney when we can attend Club runs, but our familiarity with the road
has come more from the use of motorbikes where PITS is a favourite (and, excuse the obvious pun) pit stop,
turning point and meeting venue.
A recent and dramatic drop in temperatures was not to deter us from heading out … but the morning rain did
have us shying away from taking the scooter. Although we hadn’t had rain for a while before we headed off –
we knew from experience that certain shaded spots of the Old Road would still be damp and slippery, with a
strong possibility of some nice, mossy green corners. Besides, taking the FIAT would allow us to travel together.
The car took a little encouragement to get going – the poor little thing must feel neglected most of the time –
but once underway we made trouble free progress. Waves and ‘thumbs up’ were the order of the day, the old
girl was truly in her element … and the car was performing faultlessly too. As the first to arrive and yet to eat
we ordered our pie, chips and gravy and awaited the arrival of Niko, Douglas and John. The rest of the Wall
clan pulled the pin as dodgy, cold weather provided an excuse driven by fear of re-energising recent battles
with the flu. Club vehicles were not exactly in abundance. Niko and Douglas chose twin Audis while John took
the chance to drive the rarely seen Mini ( not a Micro), but as close as we were to get alongside our FIAT 500.
If he had been late, we could have excused Niko as he had never been to PITS before and after missing both
entry points he enjoyed the twisty road down to the river and back, accompanied by thoughts of ‘I think that
was it’. We enjoyed a good chat about nothing in particular and some hot beverages before a couple of photos
to honour the occasion. Another advantage of little cars is that they are easy to push around in such circumstances and with the weather keeping regular bikers away, we were not inconveniencing anybody. Before long
it was time to head for home.
The advantage of our familiarity with the road is that we know where most of the bumps, hollows and potholes
are (as well as the obvious knowledge of the corners). This helps to maintain momentum (critical as you know
in any micro in a hilly environment) but also so that you can judiciously apply throttle or brake to even out any
bumps and stop them from unsettling the car too much. ( cont over )

Photo below Left to Right Niko, Doug, Mark and Julie ( John invisible, behind the camera).
One Audi hiding behind Julie.
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Pie in the Sky Run, May 27th (or Twin Audis, a Micro and a Cooper ‘S’ )
(cont) With such light weight, skinny tyres, short wheel base and a relatively high centre of gravity – it is a
different proposition from carving through corners on a relatively modern sportbike. But it is great fun!
Not only were we not passed by any traffic, we easily caught a modern car (the ultimate driving machine
apparently) through the twisties heading down to Mooney Mooney Creek – we were then shocked to see
him pull over so we could pass – just before the uphill climb. We thought it would be a decision he would
regret, but as we dropped back a gear he quickly disappeared from our rear view through the first few corners and didn’t get close again until the very top of the long climb which is a little easier.
In good spirits we stopped for a donation as the RFS collected for the Salvos and we arrived home without
seeing a spot of rain. It was a good trip out, we were glad to catch up with a few old faces – it was just a
shame there were not more Club vehicles out enjoying the road. …… Mark (and Julie)
**************************************************************************************

1908 Auto-Bug Runabout Automobile

The Auto-Bug was the brainchild of its designer, Arthur E. Skadden, formerly the superintendent
of the Pressed Steel Company, New Castle, PA. After displaying his model at several shows, he
organized his Auto-Bug Company in that city in 1908. In 1910, he moved his company to Norwalk, OH, as the Norwalk Motor Car Company.
Only a few Auto-Bugs were made before he called it quits. This might have been an early
Micro, with a two Cylinder 22 hp engine, chain driven, and with solid rubber tyres. The car was
advertised as having plenty of power and speed. The Auto Bug Runabout claimed "Its new exclusive features put it way ahead of its procession. Absolutely the most positive chain drive produced. Our new drive idea is at once appreciated by the practical man. Other features you should
know about…”Our rear axle sleeve shock absorbing drive accounts for the quiet smooth running
of the Auto Bug. Our manner of mounting and the principle of hanging machinery direct without
any secondary framework, also our tilting steering wheel are points which you should look into
carefully.”…… ed
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July 10th Sydney Machina Social Club Charity Motor Show & Family Fun Day at Harbord Diggers Club
Sydney Machina Social Club is a new, modern motoring social club, dedicated to the motoring enthusiast
community. They are for all types of machines: Vintage, Veteran, Classic, Custom, Hot Rods, Modern,
Exotic, Motorcycles the list is endless. They are for all types of people too: young, old, families, kids, male
& female, they welcome everyone, and current membership is around 65. With this small number, it was a
surprise to see the extent of the car show ….. Members are obviously a dedicated lot.
They follow 3 very simple rules:
No politics
Common respect for all in the community
Common respect for all motoring enthusiasts, regardless of make or model
Their 2 main goals are:
To create fun, safe & memorable motoring events.
Assist people in the Australian community in need. (fundraising).
*************************************************************************************
The MCSC was invited by James Trevena ( Citroen 2CV par excellence) to attend and be part of this
interesting Fund Raiser, so with no-one else available, I decided to take the lonely plunge and travel to the
Northern beaches suburb of Harbord ( Freshwater). The trip from West Pennant Hills included about 20
minutes in heavy fog and the odd shower of rain.
I had trouble finding the Club, as I was looking for the large building I visited 35 years before, and
the Prinz has no GPS! Looking at my CBD ( Gregory’s ) I found I was only a block away, and the reason I
could not see it was that most was demolished awaiting rebuilding. The car park was intact and the basics
were contained in a small section that is to keep the club viable during reconstruction. It resembled a war
zone. I arrived 1 minute before lockout time and was allocated the prestigious position next to the Dumpsters. At about the same time I was surprised to see an original looking 70’s model Trabant 601 pull up
near to me and later Andrew Taylor moved his restored Trabant close by. Two Trabants at the same place
and time …. not a common sight.
An interesting feature of the show was the availability of selected cars that provided a drive around
the suburb for a ‘small’ fee that helped swell the charity box. Another was the unexpected arrival of a huge
bus emblazoned with the NSW Fire Service , containing around 50 firies who exited from the bus in what
seemed an unending line, then off to the attached trailer to collect their instruments and set up to perform
non stop for an hour or so. The music was excellent and the antics of the musicians were not unlike what
you see at the Edinburgh Tattoo, including a conga line through the 80 cars on display. To top it off there
were a dozen or more marching girls who also drew a big round of applause. ….ed
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Podride cycle car
My name is Mikael Kjellman, I like outdoor adventure sports and work as a design engineer. I really like to bike, but where I Iive in
Sweden, the weather is not always very bicyclefriendly. So I designed and built a four-wheeled
bike with full fabric body to keep dry and warm
in all-weathers.
I have driven it to work every day for a
year now and it has proven to be a very practical
and comfortable little vehicle. It is a fun vehicle
to drive and I really like to build things. But the
big reason for me has been the environmental
benefits that these vehicles could have if they
were made more popular. I plan to develop a
kit based on my prototype, intended for home
builders and small pro-builders. It is to design and start production of this kit.
PodRide is a velomobile that is meant to be a practical every day vehicle. It has approximately the
same seating position and seat height as a small car, allowing easy access and good visibility in traffic. It
has four wheels to be narrow enough for cycle paths but still be stable in the curves. It has a full waterproof
body to keep you warm and dry in any weather, heated windshield, soft seat with back support, air suspension and studded tires in winter. A small trunk for your shopping bags and a tow bar for a bike trailer when
you want to bring your kids.
The electric motor and control system are from a standard e-bike system and should make it a street
legal bike in many countries. And may then be operated on cycle paths and without a driver’s licence.
Cycle-Cars are practical, good for your health, cheap to run, good for the environment and fun to drive.
They require no new and advanced technology to work and they would not cost much if they were massproduced. Many other cycle-cars have been available on the market for many years but they are still for
some reason, an almost unknown vehicle. I think my more car-like cycle-car concept will appeal to many
more people than the low streamlined tricycles that are available today. I hope that by building and running practical, fun and goodlooking cycle-cars like PodRide, we can get cycle-cars to become a popular
and mass-produced vehicle.
Technical data:
Length: 180cm
Width: 75cm
Height: 145cm
Seat Height: 50cm
Weight: 70kg
Wheel: 20 inch tires
Wheelbase: 88 cm
Turning circle: 3,5m
Motor: 250W electric
Gears: 14 speedshub
Range: 60km
Speed:25km/h (with motor)
Co2 emissions: 7g/km(EU-electricity mix) (Car 140g/km, Electric car 70g/km)
Ed Note...Mikael is seeking funding to formalise the design, source the parts, and set up to mass produce
kits for sale globally. The success of this venture will enable him to repay his sponsors ( or not).
Read more incl video at www.indiegogo.com/projects/podride-a-practical-and-fun-bicycle-car#/
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Royal Motor Yacht Club Unique Vehicle Show July 24th
Following a cold and windy day at Doonside, I was hoping for something more comfortable at the
RMYC, or at least a little shelter from the wind and milder temperature as it is surrounded by water. It
was very cold when I left home at 7.45 am, but knowing I would be 35 klms to the east I expected a warmer day. But NO, it was even colder and the wind chill factor off Pittwater made it worse.
When I arrived, I checked my phone and found a message from Margaret to tell me that the garage
door has decided not to close and what should she do about it. Answer..watch it till I get home.
Not to worry, an easy drive with minimal traffic, and for the second time, Newport’s wandering
roads meant I took a wrong turn again, but then I followed the signs to the event. As you come off the
feeder road to descend into the Club, your brakes had better be in top condition as the access road down
seems to be like driving off a cliff. On the way down, I thought there must be the odd older or laden car
that simply won’t get back up. A point I discussed with Trabant owner Rod Forbes a little later in the day.
You can see one of Rod’s Trabbies pictured with Andrew Taylor’s in the Harbord report. His ( P601) is the
one with vintage suitcases in the roof racks. We had two MCSC club representatives on site, Bill Buckle
with his pride and justifiable joy, a very attractive 2.5 litre Buckle Special. Bill has the rare claim to have
built the cars, then later having restored the one of them, even better than he built it in the first place, and it
was a car that was a real performer in its day ( and still is).

The second MCSC rep was your president with the NSU Prinz, which has been making appearances such
as this for over 25 years. It just keeps on coming back for more, but still only 43,000 miles on the clock.
You might notice in front of each car is a money box built as a micro sulo bin. Spectators are encouraged
to put coins/notes into the money box in front of their pick for peoples choice award. Each money box was
weighed down to stop it blowing away. Alas, neither Bill nor I had sufficient wealthy friends to give us a
voting edge. However, the people’s choice winner was the very popular concours condition Triumph Herald convertible of Rosemary in baby/sky blue ( see photo on next page). The story goes that in earlier years
she had a Herald of which she was very fond, and a short time back her son decided she should have another one, so he bought a basket case and miraculously bought it back to life…...ed
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Royal Motor Yacht Club Unique Vehicle Show July 24th (cont)
I want a mechanic just like that !

Last year’s best scooter trophy winner, this year
bought along his recently purchased ( deceased
estate) 1964 Mini Deluxe in pristine condition

Rosemary’s prize winning Triumph Herald. At one time in
my life I owned 5 of these ( sedans, but undo 4 bolts and the top lifts off to reveal a convertible) ….ed

An Exotic Classic if ever there was one ! This American Zimmer costs over $300,000 new. These have
been in production for some time and today’s has 2016 Mustang GT mechanicals.
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Don’t mess with these Vespa CMA’s

Link and photo come from the Dark Roasted Blend blog, which has no idea what it is, other
than a scooter with a cannon. So I ask “Fitzgerald” if he’s ever heard of a scooter with a
cannon and he immediately replies with the answer – Vespa Acma.
Apparently, Acma was an Italian licensee for Vespa scooters and made this certain variant
for transporting (not firing, unfortunately) cannons for the military. Fitzgerald tossed me
some book about Vespas with a page on the Acma, but it’s all in Italian, and the only word I
recognize is “cannoncino,” though I also can guess that it’s powered by a 145cc engine
with a Solex carburetor and that it’s capable of a top speed of 65 kph.

Continued over
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Don’t mess with these Vespa Cma’s (cont)
"El Queso Grande" provided the link (thanks!)
"So, what's the most unusual military vehicle you can think of? Maybe the Japanese airplane-launching
submarine of WW2? Or perhaps the Soviet attempts to build a flying tank? Or perhaps the 1000 ton rolling fortress the Germans tried to build in WW2? All quite odd, I agree, but barely made it past the drawing boards. For us, the oddest is a scooter armed with a 75mm cannon.
After World War II, there was little money for defence spending while the nations of Europe rebuilt their
industry and society. When there was some cash to spend, one had to be creative to stretch it as far as possible. The French probably accomplished the most astounding example of that with the ACMA Troupes
Aeról Portées Mle. 56.
Deployed with their airborne forces, this was essentially a militarized Vespa scooter outfitted with a
75mm recoilless rifle. Five parachutes would carry the two-man gun crew, weapon, ammunition, and two
scooters safely to earth, and the men would load the weapon on one scooter and the ammo on the other,
then ride away. More impressively, the recoilless rifle could be fired effectively on the move by the best
of the gun crews. Total cost? About $500 for the scooter and the recoilless rifle was war surplus. Were
they successful military machines? Well, the French Army deployed about 800 armed scooters in wars
conducted in both Algeria and Indochina."
*************************************************************************************

Vic Fenech’s ManCave
Believe it or not this Man’s Cave has been where Vic has been designing, restoring and building a
whole array of innovative and useful ‘things’. It is located in an industrial unit somewhere in the Milperra
region. I did find it, but I have now lost Vic’s instructions, so may never get there again. This setup allows
for “out of the box thinking” and has produced a whole range of things both new and restored.
Vics main business has been the design, installation and maintenance of electronic burglar alarm
systems and the place is well secured with alarms and CCTV. The workshop is well equipped for metal
fabrication with machinery (MIG, Lathe, Mill etc). There is also a well appointed electronics bench. Vic
has been a motorcyclist for 40 years. Pride of place at the front of the workshop is a 2004 K1200LT
BMW. He travels regularly to far off places. Most recently to Mackay QLD but Melbourne is a regular
destination. See next page to read about the pictures below.
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Vic Fenech’s Man Cave (cont.)

Vic’s
Topworkshop
speed: 61.8has
mph,
depending
wind speed
quite
a few on
projects
in progress. Its compact size requires the efficient use of space.
One of the things he does for a living is the hiring of his Manlift. This German machine collapses to
Acceleration: 0 to 30 mph in about 7.5 seconds
enable it to fit through a doorway yet when stood up will enable a person or materials to be elevated to 12
Mileage:
mpg
Approx. has been extensively customised by Vic to allow it to cater to a wide variety of his
metres. 55
The
machine
customers. Clients use it to get onto roofs to either repair or investigate leaks. Others hire the machine to
Options:
elevate waterproofing material to the roof or to get outdoor airconditioning units onto and off roofs. It has
even provided a platform for a photographer to get that one of a kind shot. Go to www.igethigh.com.au to
visit the web site and view images of the machine in action.
Behind that, the red car is a one off Toyota Corolla. The vehicle was constructed from two different
models which were cut and shut into one. A hand fabricated chassis allowed it to be made to be a convertible. The car has a 12a rotary engine and has been engineered and certified. Vic built the vehicle 30 years
ago and both his children have used it as a wedding car. The next modification will be to replace the auto
with a manual 5 speed gearbox.
There is an electric forklift to enable lifting items onto the mezzanine floor (also built by
Vic). There is a Fiat 500 Station Wagon and a donor Mazda R360 perched high on the racking to keep
them out of harms way. Humans gain access to the mezzanine via a custom made people lift bolted to the
wall ( not obvious) on the left.
In the foreground is the famous Mazda R360 ‘barn find’. Now, after a bit of work, and a polish it is
concessionally registered and attracting attention wherever it goes.
Down towards the rear is a mobile trailer rig that he built from the ground up and is completely of
his own design. The unit has 4 PTZ colour cameras and can run itself independent of external power for
30 days. It has an internet connection and can be remotely controlled. It has a large array of batteries with
generator backup and is currently undergoing an upgrade. When the batteries get to a certain level of
charge, a computer (with custom software) manages the generator which recharges them. It has a solar
panel and can be plugged into a mains supply if available. Additionally, the cameras are recorded on the
trailer and it sends images of what is occurring via a secure internet connection back to a central monitoring station, ipad or mobile telephone.
The trailer is hired mostly to builders who want to keep thieves away from properties they are building. They also use it to be able to monitor the site remotely but it has been used for covert surveillance of
sites watching for things like illegal rubbish dumping.
The current project is a custom electric road registered motor bike starting with a 1948 Villiers
frame and a 2007 Huskvanna front end fitted to it. He has been part of the electric vehicle movement in
Australia over the last 25 years. Along the way he built and raced a custom electric bicycle on which he
bb
won the 1998 NSW competition series.
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Vic Fenech’s Man Cave ( cont. )
Recently, Vic has been the host of a TV series that followed and explained the electric motorcycle racing that has
been going on in Australia. A unique feature of electric Motorbikes is that they are virtually silent. Vic plans to overcome this shortcoming with a simulated electronic sound. He is interested in hearing from like minded individuals or
small groups. Contact him on 0417 677 003 if you are interested…… ed

Below is the Toyota convertible in the ‘cave’ and outside the church

Above .. Mazda RX7 Rotary in the Corolla
Below ..Note electric motor in rear hub

BMW Daily Driver
Telescopic Manlift with custom built trailer
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Oakville family fun day and car show Sunday 15th May
Initially the weather forecast for the day was the same as Saturday’s Riverstone Parade and country
fair, sunshine all day, this changed to cloudy most of the day but the temperature was still in the mid 20’s
just right for socialising, displaying, eating, drinking, looking at vehicles and enjoying the day.
The Messerschmitt and I left home 8.45 for the 50 or so km to Pitt Town Sports Club collecting the
Sunday paper on the way. The entry fee of $10 is a donation to the Oakville Rural Fire brigade including
vouchers for a bacon and egg roll with soft drink.
Graham Sims with his BMW Isetta lined up in the first row of vehicles, but he and I moved to the
end of the row so the two microcars could hold hands! The muscle cars and vans surrounding us were intimidating…………..
After socialising and discussing the merits of our cars and explaining to the public that they can, and
are, driven on the roads. I then took a walk around coming across Jenny Forbet of the VMC (Vintage Motor Club) having been a member of it years ago it was good to catch up with info on past and present
members and their cars.
Then talking to other owners of vehicles like Riley, Humber, Morris, Dodge, and Valiant etc. inquired from Ian (one of the organisers) where to deposit my ‘People’s Choice’ ticket. This turned out to
be a NON high-security open top box that any slight gust of wind would have blown away, that is unless
someone (cheating) removed all but their own choice of ticket! The RFS guy said it was under “highsecurity” by one of the drones on display!
Ian asked me to help the announcer by picking three vehicles for best of display, my choice. This
involved my walking round the 212 vehicles, several times, selecting those worthy. From a list of a dozen
I had to cull down, deleting one original condition vintage Dodge, as it had left before I could study it a
second time.
Graham got bailed up by a Scot and his wife promoting Puncture Safe. How he managed to keep up
the conversation for so long I will never know. Toward early afternoon I took a look at the raffle and

auction items, if I had had a full wallet, or car to take it home in, would have stayed to see how much the
reverse cycle air conditioner would have fetched. ….cont over
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Oakville family fun day and car show Sunday 15th May (cont)
Graham commented: I was struck yet again by the fact that ,while the muscle-car and Dodge/ Ford /
Holden etc. aficionados were wedded to their own marques, the general public...mums ,dads and kids,
were invariably attracted to OUR little beasties, which they admired with smiles and bemusement. Somehow, THEIR appeal transcends that of 'normal' vehicles.' GRS
On the way home stopped into Aldi to purchase some fish for dinner, didn’t realise how busy that
shop could be on a Sunday. All five aisles were open with 4 or 5 fully laden trollies in each. As I only had
two items other shoppers, all men, pushed me to the front of the queue. Quite embarrassing but appreciated. The run home was uneventful a good event that I fully recommend for next year. Cheers Fred

Post scrip from Ian Irons
Hi Everyone,
Thanks for all your help in making this year’s Oakville Fire Brigades Car Show & Fun Day another
great success. It was terrific to see such a wonderful array of machinery out there.
A little bit of a run down on the Car Show…...
Again, the variety & quality of machines that were on show was amazing. Six enthusiasts Car Clubs
vied for the best Club display, with Hawkesbury Historic Car taking home the trophy.
The Gate Keepers award went to a 1958 ,FC Holden owned by Andrew Mulliett of St Clair, 2nd
place was Darryl Price’s 1962 Dodge and 3rd to Karen Davis' 1976 Holden HX Panel Van .
The Announcers Awards, 1st awarded to David Chalmers of Box Hill and his 1934 Hudson straight
8. 2nd place went to Clarry Robinson's 1950 RMB Riley with 3rd spot going to Richard Greens 1926
Chevrolet.
The Peoples Choice Award , this is voted on by all participants and spectators at the show. First
place going to Bob Thomson of Arcadia's 1962 S model Valiant. Keith Craig's 1939 Master Chev took
2nd place, with 3rd going to the 1986 VC Holden of Peter Reid.
Again, thank you, from everyone at the Oakville Brigade for your participation in our event. Hoping everyone enjoyed themselves and we will see you again at next years, 2017 Car Show & Fun Day.
Catcha in the Dirt, Ian
*************************************************************************************
CLASSIFIEDS (free to members)
Wanted. I’m looking for a 650cc engine and gearbox suitable for a Fiat 500 car ( eg fsm
niki or fiat 126 engines and gearbox). Thanks Ric. email = tinaric@optusnet.com.au
************************************************************************************************
Brutsch Mopetta ( Allen wants one )
Fiat Jolly
(photos sent by Ratko)
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Ponderisms
-If I had a dollar for every girl that found me unattractive, they'd eventually find me attractive.
-I find it ironic that the colors red, white, and blue stand for freedom, until they're flashing behind you.
-Today a man knocked on my door and asked for a small donation towards the local swimming pool, so I
gave him a glass of water.
-I changed my password to "incorrect" so whenever I forget it the computer will say, "Your password is
incorrect."
-Artificial intelligence is no match for natural stupidity.
-I'm great at multitasking--I can waste time, be unproductive, and procrastinate all at once.
-If you can smile when things go wrong, you have someone in mind to blame.
-Never tell your problems to anyone, because 20 percent don't care and the other 80 percent are glad you
have them.
-Doesn't expecting the unexpected mean that the unexpected is actually expected?
-Take my advice — I'm not using it.
-My wife and I were happy for twenty years; then we met.
-I hate it when people use big words just to make themselves sound perspicacious.
-Hospitality is the art of making guests feel like they're at home when you wish they were.
-Television may insult your intelligence, but nothing rubs it in like a computer.
-I bought a vacuum cleaner six months ago and so far all it's been doing is gathering dust.
-Every time someone comes up with a foolproof solution, along comes a more-talented fool.
-I'll bet you $4,567 you can't guess how much I owe my bookie.
-Behind every great man is a woman rolling her eyes.
-If you keep your feet firmly on the ground, you'll have trouble putting on your pants.
-A computer once beat me at chess, but it was no match for me at kick boxing.
-Ever stop to think and forget to start again?
-When I married Ms. Right, I had no idea her first name was Always.
-My wife got 8 out 10 on her driver's test--the other two guys managed to jump out of her way.
-There may be no excuse for laziness, but I'm still looking.
-Women spend more time wondering what men are thinking than men spend thinking.
-Give me ambiguity or give me something else.
-He who laughs last thinks slowest.
-Is it wrong that only one company makes the game Monopoly?
-Women sometimes make fools of men, but most guys are the do-it-yourself type.
-I was going to give him a nasty look, but he already had one.
-Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine.
-The grass may be greener on the other side but at least you don't have to mow it.
-I like long walks, especially when they're taken by people who annoy me.
-I was going to wear my camouflage shirt today, but I couldn't find it.
-If at first you don't succeed, skydiving is not for you.
-Sometimes I wake up grumpy; other times I let her sleep.
-If tomatoes are technically a fruit, is ketchup a smoothie?
-I was addicted to Hokey Pokey, but turned myself around.
-Hold the door open for a clown—It’s a nice jester
-Money is the root of all wealth.
-No matter how much you push the envelope, it'll still be stationery.
-The second mouse gets the cheese
-I childproofed my house but the kids still get in
-Ban pre shredded cheese, make Australia grate again
-Does seven days without meat make one week?
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Nami Belka, 1955-57.
NAMI, short for Nauchnoissledowatelski Awtomobilny
y Awtomotorny Institute. A
Russian forward control design with a flip-forward single front door, two rear doors
and a rear mounted twin cylinder engine. Only a prototype and five cars were built

1950’s Nami Belka ( Squirrel) A50
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Doonside Village Fair July 23rd
Despite a forecast of freezing temperatures, possible rain and ‘gale’ force winds, all who
were coming did so and were rewarded by no rain, just cool weather and strongish winds. Simsy
and John met at Thompsons Corner, and travelled together the 35 or so klms to Doonside in light
traffic and without a hitch, the Isetta molly-coddled in trailer ( which later proved to be a blessing).
Keith and Allen also travelled together, a comfortable shorter distance, whilst Fred did his normal
marathon run from Colo Heights, with a longer trip going home via somewhere south and east.
Amazingly we all turned up and queued together while the guardians of the Fair discovered that
they had lost us and did not know where to put us. Not being shy, and with a few other similar setbacks under our belts we simply told them we knew where we should be and proceeded with our
guide following close behind.
But where were the Fantuzzis, surely the trusty Fiat 500 had not let them down ( again) . No,
they were just an hour late so they came in the back way...not a problem. The Doonside Village
Fair was a Multi Cultural (af)fair, crowds being about the right size to be successful, but also to be
comfortable. The Streets around the shops were closed off, and filled with stalls with a myriad of
food, drink, toys clothes souvenirs, jewellery, jams, relishes etc, plus a number of community and
worthy causes. ...ed
**************************************************************************************

“ Maintaining my usual wimpy reputation, I trailered the unmighty Isetta to Doonside, my
2014 Misubishi Outlander struggling to keep up with John’s mercurial little NSU Prinz,as he sped
all the way, treating Pennant Hills Road, James Ruse Drive and the M4 with equal disdain. The
Doonside Community Fair (or whatever) ,seemed a genuinely happy, family affair, well patronised
by the local, diverse community. Our little beasties seemed unknown to many folk, who, young
and old, were fascinated by them. To say that our display had good exposure sells the word short.
Given the cold and windy day, it was the most exposed exposure imaginable...but what the hell!
Rugged up as best as we could, we enjoyed ourselves thoroughly and had a good day, with plenty
of time not only to chat with ‘the public’, but, at least in my case, to have a great yarn or 6 with
each other. In hindsight, it was perhaps just as well I’d decided NOT to drive all the way, as, just
as I turned the Isetta around in the street, to take it back to its nearby trailer, there was a loud
‘bang’ from its nether region. It had snapped a rear wheel stud, no doubt caused by the belated discovery that ALL rear wheel nuts were loose. Fortunately, Allen captured the errant nut and broken
stud and chased me up the street to return them to me, with only the barest look of Schadenfreude
on his face. Thanks, Allen! Back to the drawing board...or workshop.” Graham Sims
Below, Fred’s Messer, Graham’s Isetta, Keith’s Lloyd, Ric’s Fiat, (Allen’s Scooter and
John’s Prinz were to the right, too shy to appear in the photo).
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Gosford Classic Car Museum (GCCM) Saturday July 30th
A good day at the new Gosford Classic Car Museum. As usual, Simsie wimped out on driving the Isetta all
that way, and functioned as ‘support vehicle’, with the little yellow beastie on its trailer. Fat lot of support I
was . Tim had a flat tyre on way up. fixed it himself & beat us there anyway. The museum has much potential, with many glorious cars on display and more ‘in the wings’. The Gosford museum offers a concession to holders of pensioner cards (not seniors), and to car club members, ….Graham Sims
From l to r outside the GCCM … Eugene ( fiat 1500 ), Graham ( Isetta), photographer’s Prinz, Mark
( Ducati), Andy (Lambretta series one 1958 Rat ), Allen ( 1969 GP200 Lambretta ), Julie (1965 Series
Three Li 150 Lambretta), Monica & Keith ( Julie’s Bambino ), Tim ( R360), Niko ( Audi .. not shown )

And inside the museum …...GOGGO DART

GOGGO SEDAN

FIAT 600 JOLLY

Allen and Andy with Volunteer
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Gosford Classic Car Museum (GCCM) Saturday July 30th (cont)
This was a very pleasant drive to a remarkable venue.
Being a quite frequent user of the M1 Motorway to Newcastle and beyond, I have very seldom
reached as far as the Gosford exit without running into some rain. Thus, it was a real bonus to have a beautiful sunny day for this drive.
Following the Old Pacific Highway, I had an uneventful run until the old Hawkesbury River bridge
when the car suddenly started to feel as if the brakes were applied. I pulled over when it was safe to do so,
and found that the driver's side rear tyre was completely flat. After a quick wheel change, I was on my way
again and had a good run to the museum, where I inspected the flat tyre and found a wood screw in it.
The Gosford Classic Car Museum had by far the greatest number and variety of cars, of any museum
I have visited. The number of prestige makes was mind-boggling- dozens of Ferraris, Porsches, Rolls Royces and Bentleys, plus several Lamborghinis and Maseratis. One interesting Ferrari was the F50 which was
one of six bought new by the Sultan of Brunei and his brother.- how the other half lives. There were also
several one-off specials such as a world speed record breaking jet car. There were also several Eastern European makes which I had not seen before. The only microcars were a Goggo Dart and a Goggo sedan.
All cars were for sale at a price- offers invited. Overall, it was a good use for a superseded Bunnings
Warehouse.
John and Graham offered to follow me back to Sydney in case I had another flat tyre, but I had a
good trip back by the same route, except that my speedometer stopped working at about Cowan because of
a cable problem. Tim Dalton

**************************************************************************************

Sometimes it DOES take a Rocket Scientist!! (true story)..
Scientists at Rolls Royce built a gun specifically to launch dead chickens at the windshields of airliners and
military jets all travelling at maximum velocity.The idea is to simulate the frequent incidents of collisions
with airborne fowl to test the strength of the windshields.
American engineers heard about the gun and were eager to test it on the Windshields of their new high
speed trains. Arrangements were made, and a gun was sent to the American engineers.
When the gun was fired, the engineers stood shocked as the chicken shot out of the barrel, crashed into the
shatterproof shield, smashed it to smithereens, blasted through the control console, snapped the engineer's
back-rest in two and embedded itself in the back wall of the cabin like an arrow shot from a bow..The horrified Yanks sent Rolls Royce the disastrous results of the experiment, along with the designs of the windshield and begged the British scientists for suggestions.
You're going to love this...... Rolls Royce responded with a one-line memo: "Defrost the chicken."
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Fesztival 300cc 1960

Made in Hungary by Kálmán Szabadi.
This two-seater with a 300cc Isetta engine was inspired by the American fintailed retrofuture designs. The size however was humble: 315 cm in length and 115 cm high. Probably
only two cars were built. For a prototype this looks very well put together, although tail
lights could be upside down.
*************************************************************************

Jawa Motorex 350cc 1956

Czech made. Also called Jawamobil. Jawa's last car. With its front end entrance very similar
to BMW 600. BMW was of better quality. This car seemed not to be feasible.
Four prototypes were made; only one survived
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From Alan Town in the UK
The BMW 600 was a microcar produced by BMW from mid-1957 until November 1959. It was a four-seat
car partially based on the BMW Isetta two-seater, with more power, a longer wheelbase, a back door, and a
more conventional four-wheel configuration.
The front end of the 600 was similar to the Isetta's, but the 600's wheelbase was stretched to accommodate
four seats. A single side door was included on the right side for rear seat access. The Isetta's A-shaped tubular chassis was replaced by a more conventional perimeter frame using box-section side members and tubular crossmembers. BMW used a semi-trailing arm independent suspension for the first time on the 600.
This suspension would be used on almost every new model for the next four decades. Because of the increased size and weight, the 600 had a more powerful engine than the Isetta. The 600 had the flat twin engine from the R67 motorcycle but used an H-pattern transaxle instead of the R67 sequential transmission
without differential. The car had no fuel gauge but had two fuel taps, one lower in the tank than the other to
be used as a reserve when fuel starvation with the higher tap is felt.
In three years, only 34,813 BMW 600s were produced, partly due to price competition with the entry-level
VW Beetle and Mini. In the late 1950s, consumers wanted cars that looked like cars, and they had lost interest in economy models. Sales of the 600 were, however, aided by the energy crisis of 1956–1957. The
600 was replaced by the BMW 700 in 1959. The blue vehi- Motor 582 cc—Air Cooled
cle below the engine schematic is Alan’s ..ed
Twin Cylinder horizontally opposed
overhead valve
23hp at 4,500 rpm
Compression ratio of 6.8:1
Single barrel Zenith carburettor
4 speed with reverse syncro
Suspension Front—Dubonnet-style IFS by
Coil springs
Rear —Independent by trailing
links & coil springs
Dimensions L 9’ 6” x W 4’7” x H 4’6”
Wheelbase 5’7”
Track front: 4’1”
Weight: 1135 pounds = 515kg
Performance Top Speed: 62 mph (100
kph)
depending on wind direction
Acceleration: 0 to 30 mph in
round 7.5 secs +/- a few mins
Mileage approx. 55 mpg
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Ratko’s ( beautiful ) Honda N600
The Honda N360 is a kei car, manufactured and marketed by Honda from March 1967 through 1970. After a January 1970 facelift, the N360 became the NIII360 and continued in production until June 1972.
[8] A larger-engined variant, the N600, was marketed through 1973.
The two-door featured front wheel drive and an air-cooled, four stroke, 354 cc, 31 PS (23 kW) twocylinder engine, derived from the Honda CB450 motorcycle engine. The displacement was reduced to
comply with kei car legislation which limited maximum engine displacement. This same engine was also
used in the Honda Vamos, with a beam axle/leaf spring rear suspension. The "N" prefix stands for the
Japanese word "norimono" which means "vehicle" in English — as distinct from Honda's motorcycle
production. The exterior dimensions were in compliance with Japanese government regulations concerning kei cars, however, vehicles installed with the 401 cc and 598 cc engines were too large for the category, and were largely intended for international sales.

The larger-engined N600 was developed alongside the N360 in order to target export markets like the US
and Europe, where motorways demanded higher top speeds. Just seven months after road testing the
N360, Britain’s Motor magazine tested a Honda N600 in November 1968. They reported that it had a top
speed of 77.1 mph (124.1 km/h) and could accelerate from 0-60 mph (97 km/h) in 19 seconds. An overall
fuel consumption of 36.3 miles per imperial gallon (7.8 L/100 km; 30.2 mpg-US) was achieved. The test
car was priced in the UK at £589 including taxes, at a time when the Mini 850 was retailing for £561.
The testers were impressed to find 1100 performance from a 600 cc car, but found it ‘very noisy when
extended’. They found the Honda as easy to drive and park, and ‘quite well equipped’. The performance
figures put the car at or near the top of its class under most criteria, reflecting its favourable power-toweight ratio. The car was thus 5 mph (8 km/h) faster than the 72 mph (116 km/h) achieved by rival magazine Autocar in an N360 in May 1968, and more than ten seconds quicker to 60 mph (97 km/h) which
the N360 achieved in 29.3 seconds. Consistent with its slower performance, the N360 squeezed 3 extra
miles out of a (UK) gallon of fuel, managing an overall 39.4 miles per imperial gallon (7.17 L/100 km;
32.8 mpg-US).[7]
A modern revival was introduced in 2012 as the Honda N-One…..ed
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Lightburn’s Zeta Sport …. About the model:
From Fred’s German contacts he has been told a company there has produced a model of the Zeta Sports
http://www.nasshan.com/AutoCult/Modelle-1-43/Lightburn-Zeta-Sports-Roadster-1964-Australien.html
There will be only 333 produced at an estimated cost AU dollar120/30 each. They might now all be sold.
At the Earls court Show in England in 1958, the Australian, Harold Lightburn, met the designer,
Gordon Bedson, and asked him about the possibility of using his involvement with the successful British
microcar company, Frisky cars Ltd, to create a small, 2 seater ‘sports car’. Harold had dreamed of creating for Australians a small, sporty microcar which could be parked in any garage as a second car.
With Lightburn Vehicles, Bedson enthusiastically embraced the project and brought 50 German
motors with him, from England to Australia. The motors were of 493cc , 2 cylinder, Fichtel & Sachs 2
strokes, originally designed for the Messerschmitt TG500,colloquially known as the ‘Tiger’. These were
shipped to Australia and Lightburn confidently planned for his little sports car to be ready for production
in 12 months. In reality, however, the development took much longer than expected, and the first models
were not ready until 1961. The Zeta Sport was of very simple construction, and weighed only 400 kgs.
The driver and passenger sat relatively far forward in the cabin, in order that the German motor
could be installed over the rear axle. Access to the engine was via a small, meshed hatch. A windscreen
offered some protection to the passengers, but from above there was only a fabric tonneau cover that barely covered the Spartan interior. In any event, of the 50 afore-mentioned engines, several were required for
other uses, leaving only28 available, meaning that only 28 found their way into position, in the small, 10
inch wheeled machines.
However drastic this situation may have been perceived, and the fact that no engines could be
sourced from elsewhere, it soon became apparent that the Zeta Sports was unwanted by the market anyway. In fact, even the 28 produced could not be sold. They remained in a stockpile until 1963, when they
were finally sold.
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.

President:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>

Scooter President

Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533

Secretary:

Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>

Treasurer & M’ship

Allen Wall, 02 9708 0347 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>

Magazine Editor:

John Renshaw, (with Graham Sims as proof reader)

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson …. see above

Magazine Support:

Fred Diwell/all MCSC members

Mag prodn/distn

John Renshaw and Allen Wall

Events registrar

:

Niko Satria with a request for assistance from all members

Events facilitator:

Vic Fenech, along with committee and member collaboration.

Research officer:

Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.

Spare parts adviser:

Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>

Club plate register
& inspector:

Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9708 0347

CMC delegates:

Allen Wall, Peter Luks and Vic Fenech

Publicity officer:

Allen Wall.

The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave,
Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from our
state delegates or web site:
Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA, Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane
motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September, and December. Items for
inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to publication; receiving information early gives us a
better chance of getting the magazine out on time. Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000.East Gosford, to MCSC Inc
A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates, technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2016 MCSC.
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